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	ARRL's VHF Digital Handbook, 9780872591226 (0872591220), American Radio Relay League, 2008

	Today's Amateur Radio operators are using digital radio applications for fun, technical achievement, and public service. And it s no wonder. Getting started often requires little more than a VHF radio and a computer.

	Without complicated owners manual jargon ARRL s VHF Digital Handbook presents the material through a unique how-to approach and friendly, conversational style. Readers will understand how to setup and operate their equipment and software, and make the best use of their VHF digital station.

	

	Contents:

	

	Packet Radio Fundamentals: All the basics including TNCs, operating commands, and networks (such as DX Packetcluster).


	APRS The Automatic Position Reporting System: Track moving objects on maps (other stations, public service vehicles, marathon runners, etc.). Connect your own GPS receiver and transmit your location even as you re moving!

	D-STAR: Enjoy high-speed digital voice and data on the growing network of D-STAR repeaters.


	High Speed Multimedia: Discover how you can set up your own wireless Amateur Radio data network by modifying over-the-counter gear such as routers and access points. It s ham WiFi consumers can only dream about!

	Digital Meteor Scatter and Moonbounce: Explore weak signal operating using the software masterpiece WSJT by Joe Taylor, K1JT.


	Technical Descriptions: In-depth information about AX.25, D-STAR and APCO-25 protocols.


	Plus, digital applications in public service and emergency communications: Packet radio, APRS, Winlink 2000 and more!
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MCSA/MCSE 70-294 Exam Cram: Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory InfrastructureQue, 2006
MCSA/MCSE 70-294 Exam Cram, Second Edition is the #1-selling quick-study guide to help you pass the 70-294 exam from Microsoft, which is one of the four core exams in the MCSE 2003 and MCSA 2003 certification programs. This new edition covers all exam objectives, including how to implement and manage an active...

		

Database Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2000

	#^ecause you are reading this, 1 assume that you have recently become interested in database. Perhaps you would like to impress your friends by casually tossing out some big words that they have never heard before — words such as semantic object model, denormalization, or maybe even tuple. Perhaps your boss at work has just informed you...


		

The Job Closer: Time-Saving Techniques for Acing Resumes, Interviews, Negotiations, and MoreTen Speed Press, 2021

	Prepare to be taken aback.





	My students and career center colleagues at Duke’s Fuqua School of

	Business know to expect this from me by now, but others may find my

	approaches…jarring.





	I happen to think that there’s a best way to do everything in the job

	search. Not a general best...




	

Programming Multi-Agent Systems in AgentSpeak using Jason (Wiley Series in Agent Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book is all about a computer programming language called AgentSpeak, and a particular implementation of AgentSpeak called Jason. The AgentSpeak language is intended for developing multi-agent systems. Before we start to investigate how to program with AgentSpeak, it seems appropriate to try to understand in more detail what multi-agent systems...

		

Excel for Chemists, with CD-ROM: A Comprehensive GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Reviews from previous editions:


	"Excel for Chemists should be part of any academiclibrary offering courses and programs in Chemistry."

	—Choice


	"I highly recommend the book; treat yourself to it; assign it toa class; give it as a gift."

	—The...


		

Adobe Creative Suite Keyboard ShortcutsMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Save time and effort while boosting your productivity and simplifying your  work with the help of this handy guide. Inside, you’ll learn how to use the  hundreds of keyboard shortcuts built into Adobe Creative Suite—from mainstream  shortcuts for frequent operations to little-known time-savers that few users  ever discover....
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